Our Airline Pilot Standard (APS) course is accepted as an industry standard for pilots at entry-level. The aim of the course is to equip cadets with the core competencies to safely operate a complex, multi-crew, Commercial Air Transport (CAT) aircraft. Cadets will learn the Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) to improve handling skills within realistic scenarios so that flying in normal and non-normal conditions becomes second nature.

The course is also designed to deliver the requirements necessary to obtain your Multi-Crew Cooperation (MCC) certificate which is based around the principles of Crew Resource Management (CRM), Multi-Crew Cooperation (MCC) and Jet Orientation training (JOT) providing cadets with the highest standard of pilot training. This qualification enables you to progress to Type Rating.

Key Elements of the training:
- **Duration:** 3 weeks (subject to scheduling)
- **Type:** APS MCC – Airline preparation
- **Required Experience:** Licensed pilot

**Course footprint**
- 25 hours Theoretical Knowledge
- 40 hours SIM time

**Successful graduation from this programme will provide you with:**
- Access to Airline Pilot Placement Pool
- Multi-Crew Cooperation certificate
- Skills required to operate in multi-pilot and multi-engine aircraft

For further details please contact us:
pilotcareers.cts@L3Harris.com | +44 (0)1293 491381 | L3HarrisAirlineAcademy.com

---

**Entry Criteria**
To apply for this programme, you must meet the following requirements:

**Must be Licensed Pilot**

**Age and height**
Aged 17 to apply.
Aged 18 to commence training.
Minimum height 5 ft. 2 in. (157 cm).
Maximum height 6 ft. 3 in. (191 cm).

**Education and English language**
Students must possess a sound basic knowledge of mathematics and be competent in the use of the English language.

**Medical**
Be able to obtain:
1. EASA Class 1 Medical without restrictions for Irish IAA License; or
2. UK CAA Class 1 Medical without restrictions for UK CAA License

**Visas**
**Studying in Europe:**
Unrestricted right to live, study and work in the European Economic Area (EEA)/Switzerland (e.g. EEA/Swiss national, UK national with EU settled or pre-settled status, etc).

**OR**
Meet the European Union requirements to qualify for an EU Student or Study visa.

**Studying in the UK:**
Unrestricted right to live, study and work in the UK (e.g. UK national, EU national with settled or pre-settled status, etc).

**OR**
Meet the United Kingdom Visa & Immigration Service (UKVI) requirements to qualify for a Visitor (study for six months or less) or Student visa (study for more than six months).

**Background and selection**
Produce a Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) certificate before training can commence.
Pass L3Harris’ selection process.
Costs & Funding

We understand the cost of training to become an airline pilot can be a significant financial investment, which is why we have launched the Modular ATPL programme. The Modular approach allows cadets to study for one Module at a time and only pay as they train.

Cost: £7,795 (inc VAT)

Fee Structure:

> Initial deposit of £2000
> 1x instalments of £5,795
> Payment schedule will be confirmed at time of booking

What is included in the price?

> All training equipment

Additional Costs (to consider):

> Accommodation (if required)
> Selection fees (See below)
> English language (IELTS) test (if applicable)
> Class 1 Medical
> Food and personal living
> Personal travel
> iPad (Generation 2 or above)
> Insurances

Selection Process:

> Selection fees are currently waived
> Cut-e testing and Zoom interview

Selection is mandatory for MCC training. *Subject to previous training/logbook review.

For further details please contact us:
pilotcareers.cts@L3Harris.com | +44 (0)1293 491381 | L3HarrisAirlineAcademy.com
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